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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte  Slachtmhara SuperValu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Adh Mór.
Welcome to the 2022 SuperValu TidyTowns competition. Thank you for your entry and keep up the great work. 

The support of the various groups in rolling up their sleeves & getting work completed is commendable & asking 
everyone to assist in your quest for another gold medal is a very clear message. Large urban areas like Arklow 
need team work to achieve results & it appears this is not in short supply. The involvement of other community & 
sporting groups in your work is fantastic.

The inclusive nature of the Tidy Towns in the community is evident in the groups which participate in the work & 
they clearly feel welcomed, respected & appreciated – Sunbeam House, newly arrived Ukrainians & recent 
refugees.

It is always a delight to see the younger generations within the community get involved physically & leave both a 
lasting legacy & confirmation of their interest as reflected in the work by St Johns, St Marys, Arklow CBS, 
Gaelcholaiste na Mara, Sunbeam House, Cubs, Guides and others.

The recognition & support of the local business community is heartwarming in particular when their costs too are 
increasing. Sponsorship, the donation of materials, assistance with deliveries, hospitality etc all make the impossible 
possible – as seen with the Arklow Harbour sign & clean up days. Companies are now more mindful of their 
corporate & social responsibility & it is great to see they are putting their money to good use as well as providing 
feet on the ground. This is why, as you say, it is so important to support local businesses when seeking out services 
& products.

Many communities will be envious of your Tidy Towns CE crew who appear to do Trojan work. The Municipal 
District outdoor crews are undoubtedly a boon to you in maintaining large green spaces. How wonderful that 
individuals & families are taking responsibility for specific areas.

It is commendable to see your Tidy Towns group work alongside other local Tidy towns groups to get 
interconnecting roads cleaned especially in busy areas. There is so much to be gained from close relationships with 
other Tidy Towns groups in terms of ideas, problem solving, awareness of financing streams, advice etc.

There is no doubt you are using every means at your disposal to get the Tidy Towns messages across to the 
community & keep them abreast of the work involved. Your involvement in decision-making committees is 
invaluable as your brief is multifaceted & thus you can take a broader view that those focused on just one narrow 
area.
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invaluable as your brief is multifaceted & thus you can take a broader view that those focused on just one narrow 
area.

It would be hard to underestimate the challenge of the task to reinvigorate Arklow town centre given the level of 
unoccupied & down at heel commercial & residential buildings. It must be encouraging to see former vacant town 
premises get a new lease of life either as new commercial entities - Boland’s, Enterprise Hub or as a change to 
residences. Hopefully this level of redevelopment continues apace. In the meantime, it would be good to see a 
standard approach to business façade signage as this has a significant visual impact. Has Wicklow County Council 
produced shop front design guidelines? Your proactive approach to vacant sites with banners, window inserts, 
cleaning & painting is laudable. Do you engage directly with property owners & do AMD assist you in your efforts? 
The wall mural featured on the laneway heading to the urban garden is a delight. The street & lane name signage is 
well designed & lovely to see the 2 languages used. 

Many commercial premises are presented to a high standard. Well done on your promotion of the Council 
streetscape paint scheme with 37 businesses availing. Businesses are under so much time & financial pressures 
today that they miss hearing about such a funding opportunity. The Corner House on Vale Road, the Brook House 
on Lower Main St, Joanne’s Café on Main St & Louise Carter’s Salon were examples of businesses with a smart 
appearance. 

The street furniture throughout the town centre is in need of attention – older seating, poles, railings etc. It would be 
worthwhile completing an empty pole survey & bringing it to the council’s attention in order to arrange removal or 
reuse. Road markings too require repainting especially noted at pedestrian crossings. The Pride pedestrian crossing 
outside the Post office is disappearing. You might let us know if these are on the list for attention once the Parade 
Ground redevelopment has been completed. There is no doubt in time this major piece of redevelopment will be 
positive for the town centre.

Your creation of Wicklow’s first Dog Park is quite the achievement & no doubt Arklow dog owners are delighted to 
have a designated safe space for their canine companions. It is quite incredible what can be achieved through 
collaborate efforts. One’s view of the park from the coastal walk makes visible the surrounding planting scheme & 
how in time the park will nestle within a woodland & meadow space once lost saplings are replaced. The wild grass 
meadows were in full sway during the visit, a visual delight. The nearby conversion of the car park into a riot of 
colour for children is an inspired reuse of a space.

The Harbour in many coastal communities is often overlooked as an amenity due to the level of commercial activity. 
Your work on creating an appropriate entrance sign & backdrop provides context for the location – a lot of hard work 
however it looked well established on the day of the visit. How wonderful for the community to be the recipients of 2 
sculpture pieces, very generous gifts! It was lovely too to see the seating & planters opposite the Seafarer’s Garden 
dedicated to a local man.

The Duck Pond/Leisure Centre area was a hive of activity on adjudication day & no wonder with so many amenities 
in this public space – every member of the community is catered for there & many were availing of the facilities. 
There is no denying the impact of the works taking place at Arklow Shipping’s new HQ on this area. However upon 
completion & with remedial works this public space will look its best once again. Who has responsibility for the 
coastal walk? The storyboards located along the walk provide a wealth of information.

The corner dedicated to Ronnie Delaney looked superb with the silver birch trees in full leaf & perennial pollinator 
friendly planting. The swathe of oxeye daisies & other wildflowers complimented the picture. It is astonishing how 
this corner looked in the past, quite the makeover. It would be hoped that the development across the roundabout 
adds to this area.

The Riverwalk is an incredible amenity in an urban setting & it is clear the maintenance of the walkway is time 
consuming. Section 1 has so much on view – Citizen of Science wall, wooden sculptures, information boards & the 
sections of ceramic tiles. As a visitor, your adjudicator found a map of the Riverwalk in this section would have been 
advantageous in order to determine distance & direction. People have decided to use a shortcut through the grassy 
bank from the upper car park to the walk – perhaps AMD might consider an access path here in time. The wooden 
wildlife sculptures along the route are stunning. The concrete path was very busy with cyclists during the visit. There 
is so much to see in the final section & a fantastic amenity for families. Well done. 

Your Town of Gardens project is a wonderful way to maximize small spaces & your adjudicator enjoyed visiting the 
Bloom, Urban, Seafarers Memorial, St Marys & Xeriscape gardens. Well done to you all on the number of new 
native trees planted & what a legacy at Fernhill Estate. The area there has such potential for natural walkways & 
perhaps edible hedgerows. A plantation of 12,000 native trees on a corporate site is such a positive story.

The landscaping of South Green playground has created an inviting amenity tucked away in this residential area. 
The work of the transition year students is admirable, clearly a creative bunch. Over time it may be possible to add 
additional murals with the same climate theme, reduce the number of planters, place the plants in the ground & 
monitor the swift boxes for occupancy. It is fantastic that a local group will keep the playground tidy - once again, 
Arklow’s collaborative spirit in action.

Seaview Avenue playground with its new play equipment installed by the county council is ideally situated within 
green spaces either side & was very popular on the day of the visit. Is pitch & putt played in the adjacent area?

The supply of pollinator friendly perennial & annual plants from within your own group using your polytunnel & 
nursery is quite an astonishing achievement as it is very time consuming. The array of blooming self-watering 
hanging baskets on Main Street presents quite the view. It was noted that the raised bed to the side of the 
swimming pool was almost devoid of plants. Has the tree canopy created a very dry area? One would be concerned 
about the health of the tree in the centre as all trees have surface roots that require oxygen to survive. The other 
landscaped flowerbeds in the Duck Pond/Leisure Centre area were thriving.

Streetscape & Public Places / Sráid-Dreach & Áiteanna Poiblí:

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:



Seaview Avenue playground with its new play equipment installed by the county council is ideally situated within 
green spaces either side & was very popular on the day of the visit. Is pitch & putt played in the adjacent area?

The supply of pollinator friendly perennial & annual plants from within your own group using your polytunnel & 
nursery is quite an astonishing achievement as it is very time consuming. The array of blooming self-watering 
hanging baskets on Main Street presents quite the view. It was noted that the raised bed to the side of the 
swimming pool was almost devoid of plants. Has the tree canopy created a very dry area? One would be concerned 
about the health of the tree in the centre as all trees have surface roots that require oxygen to survive. The other 
landscaped flowerbeds in the Duck Pond/Leisure Centre area were thriving.

It is excellent news to hear you have your Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) completed & are working with local 
ecologist, Faith Wilson. As you quite correctly highlight, education & involvement of the community is key. The 
popularity of the Riverwalk provides you with a superb platform from which to engage residents on various 
monitoring exercises & surveys. The Citizen of Science Wall on the Riverwalk is a fantastic way to engage the 
community on local biodiversity as we recall pictures better than words. This in addition to using the resources from 
Biodiversity Ireland in the form of the Spotter Sheets is a good two-pronged approach. You are the first group your 
adjudicator has noted highlighting the FIT count (as seen in South Green playground) – well done. We look forward 
to hearing more about the results of these future endeavours.

You are fortunate to have generous members of the community donate trees, shrubs & plants they themselves have 
propagated from cuttings & seeds. Your planting of pollinator friendly plants & perennials is testament to you 
“walking the walk” & not simply “talking the talk”. The community can see the benefits of these planting schemes 
both visually & in terms of increased insect life.

Lovely to see World Bee Day highlighted & the photos of the bees is testament to your choice of perennials like the 
sealheal. It is great to see you educating your community on these important days. The promotion of the workshops 
on biodiversity run by the County Council is important.

Great to see the local wildlife literally feels at home in your flowerbed – what better seal of approval! The 
professional photographers clearly do not have to go far in Arklow to take stunning photos of the birdlife – grey 
heron, great crested grebes, mallards, kingfishers & swans. Your adjudicator was delighted to observe both a red 
kite & a buzzard while visiting. With regard to the swift & owl boxes erected to date, have there been any residents? 
If vacancies remain, do consult again with the Swift Conservation Ireland/Birdwatch Ireland. We will await with 
interest to hear of the future plans for the Duck Pond. There was an abundance of Greylag goslings & water hen 
chicks on the day of the visit.

Regarding green spaces, it was great to see some of these areas unmown & natural meadows formed. Mowing less 
& at different lengths & frequencies through the summer creates a mosaic of habitats that benefit wildflowers, bees 
& other insects. In some areas, wild orchids, a species, which has suffered significant decline, have reemerged in 
areas embracing a little more wildness. The creation of regularly mown “paths” within areas with wilder & larger 
green spaces provide wonderful play areas.

The presence of river otters is an important indicator of the health of the river & a plentiful supply of prey. You are 
fortunate to have such wildlife on your doorstep. Your engagement with East Wicklow River Trust will put you in 
contact with other local Tidy Towns groups who are also concerned about their water ecosystems. The close 
proximity to Glenart Woods is a bonus & we look forward with interest to the future plans from the BAP.

It would be marvelous to get more businesses involved in dedicating space for nature & biodiversity as seen at 
Arklow Credit Union in order to provide wildlife corridors.

Your policy of sustainable gardening for Tidy Towns is all encompassing – deeper & wider planters where required, 
GIY perennials & annuals, recycled pots etc. Arklow library’s “Create a Herb Hanging Basket” short course is a 
great first step to talking about sustainability in gardening & accessible to all. Many could take a leaf out of your 
book on the alternatives to pesticides. Yes, there is additional work involved however regular maintenance after an 
initial weeding keeps it manageable. 

The reuse of materials for your work projects, where possible, is admirable. The Dog Park project is an excellent 
example of reuse in action in addition to the use of solar lighting.

The Donate Don’t Waste pilot project by CRNI will make for interesting results following the survey & collection days 
– do share with us next year. The 6 prizes for the clothing & home textiles survey will have encouraged the 
community to participate while being informed at the same time. Getting people to see how a circular economy can 
work is the way forward as are programs like the Mattress Amnesty. Check out Voice Ireland for more ideas. 
www.voiceireland.org as well as the updated Tidy Towns handbook.

It is encouraging to see your local County Council focus on Arklow’s future as a sustainable urban area. We would 
be interested to know the participation rates & results of the energy usage survey. The enticement of a free energy 
audit hopefully was an incentive. Arklow’s nomination as the county’s decarbonised town will hopefully lead to the 
implementation of achievable policies. We will await the recommendations of the report.

Glenart College First Year group, 1 Setanta, are to be congratulated for reaching the finals in the Climate Action 
competition. The video provided plenty of food for thought on sustainable transport options. The initiative “Green 
Week” in the college is an idea many schools could adopt & “Junk Kouture” has created a buzz around fashion 
created from recycled items. It is uplifting to see students investigate solutions to climate change through the Young 
Scientists competition as well as get involved in growing their own food.

The installation of EV charge points & bike shelters provide the infrastructure to encourage residents out of their 
petrol & diesel cars. Post lockdown urban residents have a greater appreciation of an environment where you can 
walk & cycle in safety. The extension of the cycle lanes next year is good news.

Your initiatives in this area are inspiring & with the current economic outlook you will have a ready audience for your 
sustainable messages.

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:



Congratulations on moving up 19 places in the IBAL Cleaner than European norms listing to number 4, quite a 
meteoric rise. Your participation in the Pure Mile project is a great way to entice the community to get involved & 
undertake a bite sized piece of work. Congratulations to Love Lane on their Pure Mile award. Adopt A Spot/Pick A 
Patch is another great slogan for encouraging participation & there are many members of your community happy to 
take up this challenge either as a group or going solo. Your visibility reminds those passing by to place their rubbish 
in a bin & not be a litterlout. The sharing of these activities on your social media pages keeps the issue current & 
may encourage others to participate in these initiatives.

You are indeed fortunate to have the services of CE scheme participants who take on the daily challenge of litter 
picking. Great to see Wicklow County Council supports your endeavours with the National Spring Clean through 
publicity, the provision of materials & collection of bags afterwards. This event provides an opportunity for new 
residents to get involved & for Tidy Towns groups to coordinate & network re routes. Delighted to see that you are 
now segregating your waste following the litter picks as diverting this waste from landfill is important.

Unfortunately on adjudication day, many areas had visible litter. The entrance from the bridge to the Riverwalk was 
not as attractive as it could be with litter, graffiti, dog poo, kerbside & path weeds. Quite a number of the town 
gardens were casually littered, as were some laneways & streets. There was capacity in nearby bins thus no 
excuse. Weeding in the Irish climate is a constant challenge however weed free kerbsides & paths present such an 
improved view. The car park at the Duck Pond/Leisure Centre & the South Quay roadsides required some additional 
weeding. The abundance of circus posters throughout the town & on the 19 Arches Bridge detracted from the town’s 
appearance & presented a lot of clutter.

The creation of space for graffiti artists adds colour & vibrancy to an urban area as is on display at the Leisure 
Centre area. Other wanton graffiti is a problem many urban areas deal with & the Riverwalk had some examples.

Your proactive approach to locating the source of littering is admirable – netting recycling trucks, collection of 
floating litter, playground security fencing etc. The involvement of other community groups & business employees in 
the fight against littering is essential in handling the problem & hopefully over time reducing the incidences.

audit hopefully was an incentive. Arklow’s nomination as the county’s decarbonised town will hopefully lead to the 
implementation of achievable policies. We will await the recommendations of the report.

Glenart College First Year group, 1 Setanta, are to be congratulated for reaching the finals in the Climate Action 
competition. The video provided plenty of food for thought on sustainable transport options. The initiative “Green 
Week” in the college is an idea many schools could adopt & “Junk Kouture” has created a buzz around fashion 
created from recycled items. It is uplifting to see students investigate solutions to climate change through the Young 
Scientists competition as well as get involved in growing their own food.

The installation of EV charge points & bike shelters provide the infrastructure to encourage residents out of their 
petrol & diesel cars. Post lockdown urban residents have a greater appreciation of an environment where you can 
walk & cycle in safety. The extension of the cycle lanes next year is good news.

Your initiatives in this area are inspiring & with the current economic outlook you will have a ready audience for your 
sustainable messages.

The active involvement of residential areas is essential in the achievement of your goals. Taking on board residents 
concerns & assisting them in having them resolved is key as is the education of all residents on your new BAP & the 
All Ireland Pollinator Plan (AIIP). The impressive tree planting at Fernhill & Churchview shows what can be done & it 
is wonderful to see so many other estates take on the challenge. The “DC for Bees” is yet another opportunity for 
estates to add mini orchards https://www.hostinireland.com/dc-s-for-bees Perhaps your schools could check our 
Easy Treesie https://easytreesie.com/ for tree planting opportunities. Small edible hedges can create learning 
opportunities for us all as well as food for wildlife. 

Lockdowns made us all appreciate our local area & your communities have demonstrated how talented they are as 
makers & gardeners. Communal green areas support so many activities – sport, social & play & it is wonderful to 
see so many of these used. What child would not want to explore a gigantic boat playhouse or visit a revamped & 
bright playground! 

It is marvelous to see so many residents involved in regular litter picks & it is remarkable how once an estate 
receives a deep clean, there is more pride & interest in maintaining the standard. The use of fixmystreet.ie allows 
residents to be proactive in engaging with the local authority. All estates visited were presented well & there are 
many green-fingered residents judging by the stunning gardens. From a sustainability viewpoint, it may be a 
worthwhile exercise to look at estates where it may be possible to place plants in the flower beds or mounded areas 
rather than planters – less maintenance, watering & work too. A Garden competition within or between estates 
might create a competitive spirit.

What an absolute delight it was to view Carysfort roundabout & the giant beehive sculpture on the approach road 
from Wexford. What a gift! Having parked up at Carysfort N.S. it was clear there was a synergy with a real focus on 
the environment evident in their murals & outside space. It was lovely to sit on the shaded seat opposite the 
roundabout & take in the wonderful planting schema. 

The boats filled with brightly covered perennials at the other approach roads really do pack a punch of colour. The 
use of the boats as planters is a lovely nod to Arklow’s maritime location & tradition. The different surfaces in each 
location create a charming panorama.

The Light House on the N11 approach road is simply dazzling in daylight & as a new visitor, your adjudicator was 
stunned at the sight.

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:



What an absolute delight it was to view Carysfort roundabout & the giant beehive sculpture on the approach road 
from Wexford. What a gift! Having parked up at Carysfort N.S. it was clear there was a synergy with a real focus on 
the environment evident in their murals & outside space. It was lovely to sit on the shaded seat opposite the 
roundabout & take in the wonderful planting schema. 

The boats filled with brightly covered perennials at the other approach roads really do pack a punch of colour. The 
use of the boats as planters is a lovely nod to Arklow’s maritime location & tradition. The different surfaces in each 
location create a charming panorama.

The Light House on the N11 approach road is simply dazzling in daylight & as a new visitor, your adjudicator was 
stunned at the sight.

What your second adjudicator likes most about Arklow is its 46km X 6 graded Historical/Walking Waymarked Urban 
Trails accompanied by many information panels to assist the 
visiting and local walker to achieve a thorough understanding of the town. The wood carvings featured on the River 
Walk are a delight for both the visitor and indeed for the school children on their nature walks. Thank you for this 
year’s submission which was well structured and beautifully illustrated, do include the designations of N, M, FP on 
the map for next year as required.

Ongoing streetscape enhancements with the creation of new public spaces look promising and we look forward to 
viewing these during next year’s adjudication. The celebration of the varied aspect of Arklow’s heritage through your 
public spaces is laudable. It was a pleasure to note the wirescape free aspect of much of the main thoroughfare; no 
doubt upon completion of enhancement works street furniture will be refurbished to complement these.  The Lidl 
complex is nicely landscaped and the Tesco car park is well surfaced also.  Public buildings such as the Church and 
School look lovely together with their respective grounds. Congratulations on the ‘take-up’ of the Wicklow County 
Council’s Paint Scheme most premises looked really well; on-going work and negotiations on the problem of 
vacant/Derelict premises is favourably acknowledged as is the new Boatyard Café. The Dog Park is a wonderful 
initiative!

Saint Mary’s Park within the town centre was beautifully presented however the little fountain could feature a 
stronger display of water and some of the seating together with a litter bin need to be refurbished. Container flower 
displays strategically placed throughout Arklow for maximum visual amenity impact achieved their goal and were 
complemented nicely by flower beds. A good balance has been achieved between the management of green areas 
for visual amenity and wildlife; Arklow’s trees look well cared for too. Your ‘Town of Garden’s’ initiative is creative 
and much admired. The display of flowers across from St Patrick’s Terrace looked lovely. 

Congratulations on the delivery of Arklow’s Biodiversity Action Plan and on the identification of its many wildlife 
habitats guided by a professional ecologist. Pollinator friendly sites/flower displays are numerous throughout the 
town and of course along the River Walk; information / Wildlife panels together with the Citizen Science and Nature 
display work to raise awareness of biodiversity. The steps at the River Walk below St Mary’s Square should be 
maintained free of weed growth for both safety reasons and for visual amenity. 

Your second adjudicator loves the emphasis in Arklow’s Sustainable Planting programme on the p’s…. peat, pots, 
plants, propagate, perennial, pesticides and planters and the
assessment of all of these for their sustainable criteria; not easily forgotten! Also favourably acknowledged is your 
‘Communities 4 Climate Action’ initiative, transport and energy. Your continued work on reuse, reduce and recycle is 
noteworthy

Arklow was litter free on the day of second adjudication also and no incidence of dumping, graffiti or another 
element of untidiness was noted! This adjudicator wishes to echo the the congratulations offered by the first 
adjudicator on being placed 4th nationally in the IBA ‘Cleaner Than European Norms’ competition. Undoubtedly 
your regular clean-ups 
of built-up areas, river, duckpond, and extended beach area has made a significant contribution to your success.

Terraced dwellings on the entrance to Arklow from the southern approach road were admired as indeed were your 
many and varied house styles. It is good to note the liaison between the Tidy Towns group and representatives of 
the various estates which has produced delightful outcomes. 

Entrances to Arklow from approach roads create a very good first impression of the town for the travelling public 
with clear nameplates, flower displays and heritage items of interest. Road and footpath surfaces are good also 
many with cycle lanes; roundabouts are a handsome feature also some with sculpture. The ‘Lane Audit’ initiative is 
wonderful with its emphasis on the personal safety of pedestrians, well done! Car parking facilities appear to be 
adequate throughout the town. The Women’s toilet block in St Mary’s Square was clean however there was no 
running water at the wash-hand basins and no hand drying facilities. The curtilage area of Hills of Arklow was very 
badly pot-holed.

Arklow is a lovely town with lots of potential for success in the competition, we look forward to watching your 
progress in times to come.

Second Round Adjudication:

Concluding Remarks:

Thank you for an excellent submission & your adjudicator was delighted to use the suggested route in order to get 
their bearings initially, most useful. 

Arklow town is presently in a transformational stage with a lot of regeneration & redevelopment & with that comes a 
lot of upheaval. The completion of both the Parade Ground and Arklow Shipping HQ will transfigure these areas. 
The plans for the rejuvenation of the town centre combined with inward investment will bring more footfall & life. The 
work you are doing to present the town centre in the best possible light is admirable. 

Your work in so many areas is remarkable & it would be wonderful to see you send in some articles for the Tidy 
Towns newsletter as you have many ideas other communities would be delighted to take onboard. Your plans for 
the next 3 years are exciting & if they all come to fruition, who knows, Arklow may be crowned a future Tidy Towns 
winner.

It was a pleasure to visit Arklow & now that your adjudicator has renewed their acquaintance, the next visit will be 
sooner rather than later.
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